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One of the greatest influences to the nineteenth century Gothic Revival movement

of churches in the United States was not originally an American architect, but an

Englishman. Richard Upjohn's career and architectural success in this country flourished

during a time when the Episcopal Church in the America was attempting to def,rne itself.

As the child of the Anglican Church in England, the Episcopal Church it sought to mark

its place in the United States while seeking guidance from its English origins. Upjohn's

self-taught skills and strict adherence to the strong influence in England remained his

guide throughout his forty-year career as an architect in America.

Richard Upjohn's ideas can be traced back to two main influences. First and

foremost, he was affected by his strong devotion to the Anglican Church of England and

in turn, the Episcopal Church in America. His religious zeal can be seen in his careful

architectural decisions in designing churches. Secondly, written works in the early to

mid nineteenth century composed by architectural theorists, other professionals, and

religious societies can be seen to shape not only his thinking, but also the buildings he

designed.

This essay will discuss the main influences to Upjohn's career and examine the

outcome of his ideology through the study and evaluation of three New England

Episcopal churches all designed by him in the mid nineteenth century. These three

include: The Church of the Holy Cross in Middletown, Rhode Island, Grace Church in

Providence, Rhode Island, and St. James'Church in New London, Connecticut.

Richard Upjohn (1802-1878) was born in England and trained as a cabinetmaker's

apprentice. ffigure A/ This background in wood construction and an early connection

with the master / apprentice relationship would greatly affect his architectural thinking



and church designs later in life. After immigrating to the United States in 1829 he settled

in New Bedford, Massachusetts with his wife and young son.t The flourishing city of

New Bedford was fueled by the whaling and lumber industry and the need for new

buildings allowed him to begin practicing as a local draftsman at the age of twenty-seven.

He was careful however to avoid using the term "architect" as an advertisement in the

New Bedford Mercury states in March of 1833, "Architectural Plans and Elevations,

Neatly Executed at Short Notice, by Richard Upjohn".2

His first commissions came from local wealthy businessmen and as his reputation

grew, work came from throughout New England. His early designs show no hint of the

great Gothic structures for which he would become famous. Instead the collection of

eclectic buildings resemble Italinate villas, Greek Revival temples, and Federal Style

mansions. The large and elegant residences and symphony house he designed at the

beginning of his career show no common stylistic architectural threads of their creator.3

This would soon change.

In 1839, after ten years in the United States and now an American citizen, Richard

Upjohn received his most famous commission to design an enofinous new house of

worship for the wealthy congregation of Trinity Episcopal Church in New York. o While

in New York Upjohn became increasingly interested in the Gothic style and began

obtaining books on the subject including treatises, architectural histories, and descriptive

texts.5 Mirroring that burgeoning interest, his designs for Trinity were influenced heavily

by A.W. Pugin's 1841 publication of True Principles of Pointed or Christian

Architecturr.6 lJponcompletion of the New York church, Upjohn's architectural identity

in the Gothic Revival was firmly established. For the next 30 years other congregations



and church bodies across the country would commission Upjohn based upon his

architectural abilities in Gothic Revival. Yet despite being near the beginning of

Upjohn's career, Trinity Church in New York marked the quick end of Upjohn's careful

following of the Pugin's Gothic manner.T

Upjohn would continue to accumulate other Pugin architectural manifestos and

other Oxford Movement writings throughout his life" but the catalyst for his design

decisions would come from another Gothic Revival movement in Eneland.

Upjohn's interaction with parish church revival and the Cambridge Camden

Society would become the most influential factor of his entire career. Despite being an

ocean away, the society still closely monitored church design and construction in this

country for most of the nineteenth century. Upjohn's departure from Pugin's ideas and

toward the Camden Society can be clearly seen in his churches that followed.s

The written voice of the Camden Society was the Ecclesiologist. Printing of the

religious journal began two years after the creation of the society and their first issue in

1841 contained, "critical notices of churches recently completed, or in the progress of

building, publicity to church enlargements" and suggestions "for alterations or

improvements in the arrangements and decorations of new designs". Likewise, the

journal served as a convenient communication between clergy and antiquarian

researchers in England. Each issue of the Ecclesiologist included papers or sermons read

at various society meetings in addition to banter between readers and the religious editors

regarding architectural debates.e



The first issue of the Ecclesiologist in 1841 contained a job description, of sort,

urging future architects to "remember the dignity of your profession". Also included was

the promotion of architecture as a high calling and the architect as a man of God:

Above all, if you intend to build churches, dismiss every mercenary or
selfish thought, be content to labour as in God's service, without care for your
personal fame, without thought of your personal sacrifices: strive in some degree
to emulate your predecessors, whose names are perhaps lost to memory, though
their works - works of faith - remain in unapproachable excellence and in
imperishable glory.1o

The Ecclesiologist was influential not only in England but in the United States as

well. The journal would shape the interpretation of a mature Gothic design in a young

country. Upjohn owned this first issue of the Ecclesiologistand close examination of his

churches following the 1841-1842publication clearly show he was affected by the

Camden Society's teachings and the noble job description.rr Upjohnb strong sense of

religious duty to the Anglican / Episcopal Church, combined with his architectural

abilities led him to identify with the Society's call to labor in God's service.

The clearest method in which the Society communicated its guidelines of correct

design can be seen throughthe Suggestions and Instructions from the Incorporated

Society for Promoting the Enlargement, Building, and Repairing of Churches and

Chapels.o

All three churches included in this essay were completed shortly after Upjohn's

alignment with the Camden Society and the Ecclesiologisr. The Suggestions and

Instructions laid out in the journal remarked upon every aspect of church design. Various

headings read like a set of specifications on a modern day set of blueprints. Yet in

addition to these objective characteristics and precise guidelines regarding materials and

n This article is hereafter cited as Suggestions and Instructions.



construction techniques, the journal also included paragraphs on style and form.l2 It is

through these criteria that this essay will evaluate the New England churches, as if

Upjohn were designing with the guidelines in mind. The comparison of the journal's

Suggestions and Instructions to Upjohn's deep concern with them are not strictly

hypothetical however. In 1848, the Episcopal Church in America began publishing its

own version of the Cambridge Camden Society's journal. As with the original periodical,

the New York Ecclesiologist compiled information and critiqued Upjohn's churches in

this country. St. James, New London, Connecticut (the last church evaluated) made such

an impact on the Gothic Revival movement that it was reviewed and critiqued inthe New

York Ecclesiolo gist.13

The Church of the Holy Cross in Middletown, Rhode Island today lies as an

extended suburb of Newport, but at the time of its creation it stood in the middle of a

field along the island's country road. ffigure B/ Founded in an agricultural community

three miles from Newport, the church was designed to serve those families who lived too

far away from the larger town to attend church.la

In April of 1845, Mr. John Gilliat purchased a l/2 acre of land for $75.00 in

Middletown for the construction of a new church.ls It is unclear exactly how Richard

Upjohn came to be the architect for Holy Cross, but with his sincere devotion to the

Episcopal Church, he was frequently known to give gratis designs to struggling parishes

in his early years of practice.t6 It is also unclear if Upjohn ever visited the site in

Middletown before the plans were produced, but having designed the Edward King

House in Newport a year later, it is conceivable he had visited Middletown as well.rT The

construction of Holy Cross falls near the end of his elaborate designs for Trinity Church



in New York and therefore it is likely that plans were drawn for the small Rhode Island

church while he was still in New York. As author Judith Hull writes, "Because

Ecclesiology stressed the architect's salient role in building the church and its institutions,

Upjohn can only have regarded work for the Protestant Episcopal Church as the highest

in the hierarchy of building t5/pes... "18

At the church's consecration in October of 1845, Bishop Henshaw of Newport

explained, "Rustic in its exterior, but so chaste in its interior finish, and so perfect in its

proportion, that it is more imposing in its religious impression and far better adapted to its

sacred use than many buildings of far greater cost and pretensions .,,te ffigure Cl Holy

Cross was built in the surlmer of 1845 in less than six months and for a total cost of

structure and materials of less than $2500. It was, as the Bishop later exclaimed, "a cheap

but beautiful edifice".20

The wooden structure is broken into three main forms: vestibule or narthex, nave,

and chancel. As can be seen from the exterior, there is a clear delineation between the

three parts - especially where the nave ends and the chancel begins. [figure D/ This

feature carries over to later Upjohn churches although the division is not as clearly seen

in his larger structures. Throughout his career Upjohn favored deep chancels and Holy

Cross reinforces this despite its small scale.2l Originally clad in board and batten, Holy

cross received fish scale exterior shingles sometime before 1906-22

The 1842 Suggestions and Instructions in the Ecclesiologisl were intended for the

construction of religious stone and brick buildings, but nonetheless, Upjohn carefully

follows their guidelines as much as possible in this wooden structure. The interior of

Holy Cross Church reveals this influence. "The Lord's Table", they write, "should be



raised two or more steps above the floor of the chancel, which itself should be raised a

step or two above the floor of the nave." [figure E] The seats should be placed

"invariably around an open passage up the whole length of the church, from west to

east...there should not be any projecting capping on the top of the backs." The

guidelines also state that the pews should not directly touch an outside wall and that a

side aisle should be maintained.23 However, with the small scale of this church, that was

not feasible and Upjohn rightfully ignored the instruction.

The Suggestions and Instructions also call for a separate entrance to the vestry

from the exterior.2a Investigations into the three churches reveal Upjohn always carefully

treated the side doors. Despite the varying scale of each church, all three contained a

door on the north elevation, which was articulated in some manner. In the case of Holy

Cross, the simple and clean lines of the small door are punctured into the vestry, which

has been pulled away from the main body of the church. ffigure Fl

In 1848, three years after the construction of Holy Cross, the Ecclesiologist

printed an essay on wooden churches. In it, the Rev. William Scott addressed the

"colony's" need for practical yet correct wooden churches in the Gothic style. His

affirmation of them is drawn from history - both Biblical and architectural. "...Pointed

architecture can be traced step by step, and almost year by year, from classical forms, and

that classical temples, even in their most elaborate guise, are nothing but the translation

into stone of the simplest and most elementary construction of wood." He continues,

"The very first type of the Spiritual Church was the ark, made of "gopher wood"... and as

long as the ship is the emblem of the Church, the wooden church, with its inverted hull

suggests to us the great hold of CMstian souls."25 [figure G]



In 1852, seven years after the completion of Holy Cross, Upjohn published his

first and only book, entitled Upjohn's Rural Architecture: Designs, Working Drawings,

and Specffications for a wooden church and other rural structures. As the title

suggested, the pattern book contained plans and complete details for construction and

furnishings for a church, chapel, parish school, and parson age.26 [appendix A] The image

of the church in Upjohn's is remarkably similar to Holy Cross, except for the placement

of the tower. ffigures H & Il As Holy Cross was one of the first wooden churches

designed by Upjohn, it is conceivable that the small Rhode Island structure was used as

the model for this design. Upjohn's.pattern book was used extensively across New

England, as well as farther south into coastal states and even into Texas.27 According to

the book, Upjohn claimed a church with "appropriate character" could be built and

furnished for $3000.b

Despite its almost minute scale, Holy Cross shows a clear understanding of

proportion by Upjohn. Both inside and out, the church's the simplified ornamentation

and miniature Gothic features show Upjohn's ability to adapt to various sites, scales, and

economic parameters.

Forty miles north of Middletown lay Providence, Rhode Island. Serving not only

as the state capitol, the city was also home to the Episcopalian Bishop. Bishop Henshaw,

arrived in Providence in the winter of 1844 to find Grace Episcopal Church in poor

condition. The makeshift building Grace had constructed when the congregation

organized in 1829 was structurally unsafe and could not be repaired without great

expense. Likewise, the church was not in the most desirable location in the city and

repairing the small structure did not seem prudent.28

b This amount quoted by Upjohn is similar to the $250O construction cost of Holy Cross.
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The Providence congregation purchased a new lot for the construction of a new

building on the corner of Westminster and Mathewson Streets, which lay at the

intersection of the retail business district.ze 6igure Jl By 1835, over one-half of the

capitol's population lived on the west side of the city, and construction of a new church in

that district appeared logical. The cost of the property costs totaling $20,000 was raised

by subscription and in 1844 a 90 x 1S0-foot lot was purchased.3o The large property cost

stood eight times the amount needed to construct and furnish Holy Cross in Middletown

just a year earlier, which showed the enormous difference in two Episcopal churches.

Both Richard Upjohn and furssell Warren, a member of the congregation who had

designed its previous quarters, submitted plans for the new church. After some debate

amongst the founding fathers of the Grace, Upjohn's designs were chosen.3l Church

history claims that Upjohn's scheme was chosen simply because it was more economical,

but his growing reputation as the country's leading Episcopalian architect and his success

with previous grand houses of worship, certainly played a factor in their decision.

Sixteen months after construction began the service of consecration was held in June

1846.

Final construction of the church closely resembles Upjohn's original pencil

drawing of 1845. ffigure Kl The primary difference in execution can be seen in the

omission of Upjohn's proposed traceried parapet and slight changes in the ornamentation

of the tower.32 Perhaps these changes were required for the sake of economy.

The church's northwest corner tower anchors the city block and also aids in the

desire for asymmetry by the Gothic Revival Movement. The Ecclesiologisr's instructions

for tower and spire design are clear. "The usual place of a tower, in a church without



transepts, is at the west end ...If funds are scarce, it is better to leave this part of the

Church to a future period, than to attempt it in an inferior manner.,'33 True to the

guidelines, and perhaps at the encouragement of Upjohn, the tower at Grace was nor

completed until 1860.3a

From the exterior the slightly bent roof pitch hints at the side aisles, yet from the

interior these ceilings are flat. [figurezl upjohn designed the building without

transepts, yet it adheres to the Instructions and suggestionr, which stated this was

permissible as long as the length of the church stood at two times its width. The north

elevation of Grace is accentuated by the placement of side door, which eventually leads

to the vestry. Just as with Holy Cross, Upjohn has marked this side entrance and added

ornamentation fitting to the scale of the buildin g. ffigure Ml

The interior of Grace reveals a soaring yet surprisingly dark space upon entering

through the west end' ffigure N] Adeeply carved screen, upon which the massive organ

rests' shields the entrance. This carved wooden screen is repeated in the chancel at the

front of the church. The chancel area was quite large upon construction yet it was

expanded even further in 19 1 1 . The architecture firm of Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson

enlarged the eastern chancel the width of a single bay and a parish hall was added at the

back of the building.3s

Closer inspection of the chancel area reveals in interesting contradiction to the

suggestions and Instructions of the Ecclesiologrsr. In clear strong language the journal

stated, "Galleries: None can be permitted in any part of the chancel. where necessary in

other areas' they should not enclose the columns against which they rest, so as to break

the upright lines of the shafts from the floor to the roof. "36 yet, in the chancel at Grace.
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Upjohn designed inset blind arches filled with wood and resembling a type of gallery.

ffigure O/ Although it is not possible to climb up into the space and overlook into the

chancel, they mimic a type of combined gallery and clerestory. No evidence remains as

to why Upjohn included these aspects which contradict Camden Societies guidelines."

Grace Episcopal Church predictably includes many stain-glassed windows, which

the Camden Society strongly endorsed. Likewise, the nave contains three sections of

simplified box pews containing a swing door. ffigure P] Unlike earlier colonial models

however, these pews are aligned in rows that do not force members to face sideways or

backwards, as the Ecclesiologrsl strictly forbids.

Upjohn's church in Providence served as the catalyst for future Episcopal

structures in the future, yet his understanding of wooden Gothic would continue to

develop. As his career evolved and his commissions increased, his traditional scalloped

trusses for church ceilings would become even more graceful and artistic. ffigure Ql

As a congregation, St. James Church, New London, Connecticut was already

more than one hundred and twenty years old when the members of the seaside town

suggested the erection of a new church. Founded in 1725, the New London Episcopal

church had outgrown its original house of worship by the middle of the nineteenth

century. In September of 1846, they congregation met to draft a resolution that

established a building committee to secure funds, purchase a lot, and hire an architect for

a new stone church to hold at least 500 people. A year later the cornerstone was set at the

intersection of Huntington and Federal Streets near the city's downtown.3T ffigure Rl

" Likewise it unclear as to which changes occur as a result of the Cram, Goodhue, Ferguson renovation of
l9 l  l .
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The one-hundred and fifty year history of the church written by Robert Hallam,

then rector of St. James, states that Richard Upjohn was the clear choice as architect

having, "already made a name for himself in the erection of the Church of the Ascension

and Trinity church in New York...". As Recror Hallam wrote in 1873, Upjohn had

indeed become the "father of church architecture in the United States".38

St. James asked Upjohn to prepare a design, and furnish a plan of a "simple early

English church, not ornate, but graceful and pleasing." According to church history, it

was the congregation who urged Upjohn to include an entrance along the north side of

the building in addition to the main west entrance for "ornamental effect as well as

convenience".3e Thus, St. James stands as the first Upjohn church of the three evaluated

that includes ffansepts. ffigure Sl

Directly to the left of this north entrance stands Upjohn's characteristic smaller

side door, carefully articulated in the Gothic manner. In the case of St. James however,

this smaller door leads not to the vestry but into the basement of the church. Today, this

door leads to a lower level chapel not originally in the Upjohn design. ffigure TJ

In 185 l, a year after the completion of St. James, the New York Ecclesiologist

extensively reviewed the Upjohn church. A member of the New York Ecclesiological

Society described the physical characteristics of the structure as well as criticizing its

design. "The west side contains in the lower stage a door with a segmental head under a

pointed arch, the tympanum being less plain... The west front is certainly the weakest

part of the exterior, as is too frequently the case in the works of this architect, where he

does not build a western tower."40 [figure UJ
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As with many of his other churches, including Grace Providence, Upjohn chose

New Jersey red freestone on the exterior. He had become known for his use of the

reddish-brown stone, and its use at St. James demonstrates Upjohn's familiarity with the

material. The Suggestions and Instructions of the Ecclesiologist clearly state that the

walls are, "to be constructed of stone, either squared, or rubble, or flint; or of brick

where no good stone can be procured without great additional expense." It goes on to

clarify that, "no cement or plastering of any kind to be used as a facing of the walls, or of

any external part of a church or chapel."al The Camden Society's strong desire for

honesty in expression of materials can be heard in this last statement. Upjohn had

plastered the vaults and lower portions of the nave walls at Trinity Church in New York,

and a later issue of the English printed Ecclesiologrsr harshly criticized his decisions.a2

The results at St. James clearly indicate that Upjohn heeded the remarks of the journal

and followed their advice in his churches that followed.

"Flat ceilings are inconsistent with Gothic Architecture. Next to a stone vaulted

roof none has so good an effect internally as an open roof, exhibiting the timbers. It is

desirable that this should be of high pitch, the transverse section forming an equilateral

triangle", declares the Ecclesiologist.a3 Upon entering the nave at St. James, it is clear

that Upjohn clearly agreed with the guidelines. [figure V] The ceiling in St. James is

beautifully arnazingcombination of springing wooden members, delicately cut arches,

elaborate moldings, and reflections of color. The interior of St. James reveals Upjohn's

ability to translate the drama of a Gothic church ceiling made from stone, into a Gothic

Revival church made with wood. But the 1851 issue of the New York Ecclesiologisr also

criticizes Upjohn's treatment of the ceiling. "The roof consists of arched braces and
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collars, the arch being septfoiled and double feathered, looking more like Moorish than

Pointed /sfc/ work."aa ffigure Wl

Despite the criticism of Upjohn's ceiling, the nave and ceiling at St. James are

considerably brighter than Grace Providence. In addition to the more complicated truss-

work and vaulting, the ceiling of St. James is painted blue and the nave windows are

wider and extend farther up past the nave arcade. Upjohn's ability to manipulate light

and color by stretching the side aisle windows to heights above the elaborate wooden

carving shows a maturing in design. The interior tubular columns, which by then had

become characteristically Upjohn creations, rise and meet to form a pointed arch. Above

them rests an eccentric wooden triforium. ffigure X/ This elaborate use of carved wood

can clearly be traced back to Upjohn's early training as a cabinetmaker. In construction

drawings that remain from Upjohn's office in the mid-nineteenth century, he treats the

building as a total work of art designing each detail.

At the front of the church, the side aisles extend beyond the transepts to form

open spaces on either side of the chancel. Upjohn designed the left side to accommodate

the tomb of Bishop Seabury, the first Bishop of the Episcopal Church in America.

Although church records show that it was Upjohn who designed the monument, it almost

appears as an afterthought. The New York Ecclesiologist harshly complained about the

:urangement stating, "The chancel aisles are empty, excepting that the northern one

contains Bishop Seabury's tomb, which stands north and south! It is a low, panelled [sic]

tomb under an ogee canopy, standing out from the wall and looking as though it were a

temporary erection."4s The open space next to the chancel on the right side contains only

a door to the vestry. In order to contain the chancel and make it appear more private,
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Upjohn added a wooden screen on the north and south sides. However, when the choir

stalls were moved to the right transept around 1906, the spindies were shortened, and

now resemble pendants.a6

Regardless of its harsh criticism, St. James demonstrates that at age forty-eight

Upjohn had achieved the ability to quickly and elegantly design Gothic Revival churches

that adhered to the principles of correct church design set forth by the Anglican Church.

Author Phoebe Stanton writes, "Not until the 1850's did Gothic architecture in wood

attain the originality and the brilliant understatement of which it was capable, and then it

was largely because of Upjohn's experimentation with its possibilities."4T

Despite the continual and often patronizing reviews of his churches, the New

York Ecclesiological Society in 1852 named Richard Upjohn among the three architects

whom it approved. The other two architects, Frank Wills and Henry Dudley were in

partnership. Wills had served as the official architect to the Society since 1847 and his

English partner Dudley joined him in 1851.48

Although he designed structures for other Protestant and Catholic religious

denominations, his intimate knowledge of Anglican traditions, liturgy, and architectural

precedence led to commissions from hundred of Episcopal churches in this country.ae

His religious zeal combined with his architectural, artistic, and craftsman skills secured

his place in American church architecture of the nineteenth century. As his great

grandson, Everard Upjohn wrote in 1939, "To a peculiar degree the mature stage of the

Gothic Revival is his [Upjohn's] own work.... Previous to him the style had been an

amusing and sentimental affection. After him there could be no doubt of its

seriousness."50
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figure B - Holy Cross Middletown, RI figure C - Holy Cross nave



figure D - Holy Cross Middletown, RI

figure E - Holy Cross altar



figure F - Holy Cross north door figure G - Holy Cross ceiling



figure H - Holy Cross, Middletown, RI

figure I - Richard Upjohn s designs for a wooden church



figure J - Grace Providence, RI

figure K - Richard Upjohn's original drawing of Grace Providence, RI



figure L - Grace side aisle figure M - Grace north door
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figure P - Grace box Pews figure Q - historical interior photo of Grace



figure R - S/. James New London, Connecticut

figure S - Richard Upjohn's original drawing of St. James New London, Connecticut



figure T - St. James north door figure U - St. James west enftance



figure V - St. James nave figure W - St. James ceiling



figure X - St. James nave








